Introduction.
It is well known that a Brownian motion in «-dimensions, n "> 2,
does not hit a prescribed point x/0 with probability 1. This result was recently extended by Bonami, Karoui, Roynette and Reinhard [l] to diffusion processes in «-dimension, « > 2, provided the diffusion matrix is nondegenerate. In another recent paper, Friedman and Pinsky [4] have proved that a diffusion process çf(/)
does not hit a given closed domain 0, with probability 1, provided £(0) /O and provided the "normal diffusion" and "normal drift" vanish on (90.
The purpose of this paper is to prove general theorems of the form (0.1) Px\Çit)eM for some í> 0¡ = 0 if x i Al, where f(í) is a diffusion process in R and Al is a manifold in R of dimension k, 0< k<n -1. The result in [l] mentioned above will follow as a special case of one of the results (namely, Theorem 4.1) of the present paper.
When (0.1) holds we say that M is nonattainable by the process ¿;(t).
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AVNER FRIEDMAN lishing (0.1) to the problem of finding a solution u of Lu < pu near Al, which "blows up" on Al; L is the elliptic operator of the diffusion process and p > 0.
In §3 we establish (0.1) in the case d> 3-Under somewhat stronger assumptions we establish, in §4, the property (0.1) in case d > 2.
The cases d = 1 and d = 0 are dealt with in § §5 and 6 respectively. Finally, in §7, we consider the "mixed" case where d = 0 on M,d = 1 on dM; M is taken to be an arc in R . This case is motivated by applications to the Dirichlet problem for degenerate elliptic equations. Thus, it is shown in §7 how recent results of Friedman and Pinsky [5] can be extended by using our result on the "mixed"
case.
Results of the type (0.1) when 72 = 1 and Al consists of one point can be found in the book of Gikhman and Skorokhod [6] and in [l ].
Basic definitions.
A lemma. Let Al be a ¿-dimensional C manifold in Rn.
At each point x e Al, let N +l(x ) (1 < i< n -k) form a set of linearly indepen-0 dent vectors in R which are normal to Al and x .
Let a(x) be an 72 x 72 matrix, and consider the (n -k) x (n -k) matrix a = (a..) where .a.. = (a(x°)Nk+i(x°), Nk+i(x0)) (1 <i,j<n-k),
here ( , ) denotes the scalar product in R".
Denote the rank of a. by r j_(x ). This number is clearly independent of the M k ' 0 choice of the particular set of normals N + !(x ).
Definition.
The rank of a(x) orthogonal to M at x is the number r ¡(x ) . M If the manifold Al has boundary dM, then we always take Al to be a closed set, i.e., M = Al U dAl = Al. If x e dM, then by a normal N to Al at x we mean a vector AÍ that is lim N(x), where x e int AI, x -> x and N(x) is normal to Al at x.
We now define r Ax ), for x e dM, in the same way as before. M 0 Notice that dM is also a manifold, and one can define r Ax ). Clearly, n n (*M) r Ax°)>r ±(x°). 
(t) is an 72-dimensional Brownian motion (w (t), ••', wn(t)).
We assume:
o(x) and b(x) satisfy, for all x £ Rn,
\o(x)\ + \b(x)\ <C(1 + |x|) (C constant);
further, for any R > 0 there is a positive constant C" such that \o(x) -o(y)\ + \Hx) -biy)\ <CR\x-y| if |*| < R, |y| < R.
Introduce the diffusion matrix a(x) = (a..(x)):
and denote the rank of aix) orthogonal to Al at x by d(x), i.e., (1.2) d(x) = r Ax) for x £ Al.
Definition.
A closed set Al in R" is nonattainable by the process cf(r) if (1.3) PJÇ(t) £ M for some / > OS = 0 for each x i Al.
It will be shown later on that if d(x) > 2 for all x £ M (Al a C manifold) then
Al is nonattainable. The same assertion is true in some cases when d(x)> 1 (but not always), provided « > 2. The interpretation of these results is that Al is "too thin" for £(/) to hit it.
It will also be shown that when dix) = 0 on AI, then the assertion (1.3) is still true provided the "normal drift" of ^(r) vanishes on Al. The interpretation of this result is that Al is an "obstacle" for the diffusion process £(/).
We conclude this section with a lemma that will be useful in reducing the proof of the assertion (1.3) from a global manifold Al to a local one. i%x " ày.dy. tx ' By,
It is easily seen that a\ . , .(y) = (a(x)Nk*'(x), Nk+'(x)) where
• • , xfe).
Notice that if x e AI n V(x°) then the Nk+'(x) (1 < i < n -k) form a set of linearly independent normal vectors to Al at x. Hence In the above arguments we have assumed the local representation (1.5). The same arguments apply, of course, also in the general case where M has a local representation of the form (1.4). We sum up: Lemma 1.1. In order to find a function u satisfying (1.11), we may assume, without loss of generality, that x = 0, that M is given by (1.12) and that (1.13), (1.14) hold.
The following result can be obtained by slightly modifying the proof of Lemma 1.1. ULl5¿' í/ = U-=ll/¿-Suppose
Then, for any x £ 0\ K, (2.3) PJ£(^ e K l0T some 0 < / < r! = 0.
This lemma was implicitly stated and proved in [3\, M in the special case where K is a point or a bounded closed domain, 0 = Rn, K is replaced by R", and u is twice continuously differentiable in Rn\K.
Proof. Let R, p be positive numbers; R will be arbitrarily large and p arbitrarily small. Set
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use BR = ix; |x| < R!, Q,p = ix e fi; d(x, dQ.) > p\.
R is such that KC B".
Fix a number £,, 0 < f < £Q and let 0 < f ' < f < f .
Modify and extend u inside K , and outside K so as to obtain a function 1/ £ M in fi satisfying:
(/ and D U are continuous in fi;
(2-4) £)2(7 is piecewise continuous in fi;
(i is positive in O.
Since (by (2.2)) zz(x) is positive in some fi-neighborhood of K, we can accomplish (2.4) provided £, is sufficiently small.
Denote by 2 the set of discontinuities of DxU. Clearly, for any p, R,
where C(p, R), c(p, R) are positive constants depending on p, R, but independent of f'. Since U = u in K \ K ,, we conclude, upon using (2.1) and (2.5), that el e (2.6)
where p _ is a positive constant depending on p, R, but independent of e .
Let p(x) be a C function in R , with support in the unit ball |x| < 1, such that p(x) > 0, / p(x)dx m 1. For any X > 0, we introduce the mollifier UAx)
We take X < p/2, X < e-e', x £ fi . Then Ux(x) is in C°°(fi ), and If 2 Oiy; \y -x\ < A.I consists of manifold V of dimension < n -2, then we surround V by an ^-neighborhood V , and split the integral in (2.9) into a part I. integrated over \y; \y -x\ < X\ O V and a part / . In / we integrate by parts so as to obtain ¡2 = !w DluW • Px^x -y^y + °ty. wv = to |y -*l < *. y ¿ v"r.
Taking 7j -> 0 in /j + /2, (2.10) follows.
Finally, the general case where dix, 2) < X can be handled by combining the above two special cases. Thus (2.10) holds in general.
From (2.7), (2.8), and (2.10) we obtain LUAjc) -t^UAs) = Jly_x|< k iLUiy) -PPtRU(y)]px(x -y)dy.
Using (2.6), we get
Let r « r" " » exit time of £(r) from (ÎÎ \ K ) O BD, and write, for simplic-
Notice that <f(s) e (ílp\K() O BR if 0 < s < r° A T. Hence, by (2.11), the integral on the right-hand side is < 0. Taking X -» 0 in (2.12) and using the fact that Uxiy) -■ Uiy) uniformly in y £ (flp\Kf) nBR,vte get E {e-rtr0AT)u{ç(r0 A T))! _ ^ < 0>
Since U > 0, this yields Noting that U(Ç(t° A T))> inf ÄR n"a(y) if ff>° A T) e dK(fp, and taking 7* -» « in (2.13), we get (2.14)
E\e-»T\ 1
Suppose now that the assertion (2.3) is false. Then there exists a set G of positive probability such that: if co £ G then ¿;(t, co) £ K for some finite t = / (<w) < t((ú). This implies that for all small e, say 0 < e < e , £(s, co) £ fi Cl BR if 0<s<t for some small p > 0 and large R,£(s, co) 4 K if 0 < s < í , and f(íf> û>) e Kf; here t = t((co) < z**(cü), p and R are independent of f (but they depend on co) and one can take, for instance, e = e, where fj is as above.
we then have: G = M" , G . Since P (G) > 0, it follows that P (G ) > 0 for some m. If we take p = p , R = R in (2.14), and let € -* 0, we obtain, after is always assumed that Al is a closed set, i.e., dM C Al.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a k-dimensional C2 submanifold of R" (0 < k < n -1)
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with C2 boundary dM idM may be empty), and let (A) hold. Suppose dix)> 3 for each x £ Al. Then (1.3) holds, i.e., Al is nonattainable.
Proof. If the assertion is not true then for some x 4 M there is a point
x £ Al such that, for any SQ > 0, In view of Lemma 1.1, we may assume that x = 0,
and that the a..'x) satisfy (1.13), (1.14) with a given arbitrarily small 77 > 0.
Further, since 8Q can be taken arbitrarily small, we may assume that A is a kdimensional cube, say Since \d2u/dxldx.\ < 3h\, we conclude that |La -L'u\< 6nC(r¡ + S + e)x,2[r\ (x £ W«, x satisfies (3.6)). Combining this with (3.7) and taking r¡ (and 8, e) to be sufficiently small, we get Lu(x)< -l/3r. if x £ WS\K, x' satisfies (3.6). Hence, the function u(x) constructed so far is continuously differentiable, and
Dxu is piece wise continuous.
We extend the definition of u, in a similar manner, to the subsets of WA\K defined by x. > e, x. > e, or x. > e, x. < -e, or x. < -t, x. < -e, for some i £ j, 1 < i, j < k. Then we proceed to define zz(x) on sets determined by three inequalities, i.e., x.> tor ac.<-1, x >eor x.<-e, *fc > tot *h < -e; etc. follows that Pjcf (t) £ K for some t > 0} = 0 for any x i K.
This, however, contradicts (3.1).
We have assumed so far that x 4 dM. If x £ dM then the proof is similar.
The set A is simply replaced by its intersection with the half space x > 0. Proof. We may take x = 0. We wish to construct a function u such that 
Recalling (4.4) , we conclude that Lu<-r /r + C/r < 0 if 0 < r < 8 and 8 is sufficiently small. This completes the proof of (4.2) and thereby also the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We shall now consider the case of a general manifold Al (without boundary). Notice that if |Al| is sufficiently small so that 4|Al|/t70 < B, 2|Al|//>0 < 3A and By Lemma 2.1, this will complete the proof of the theorem.
We can write Lzz in the form Lu = aO"(R) + ß$'(R). If we show that (5.13) a>0, ß>a/R, (5.14) 0"(R) + $'(R)/R = 0, <D'(R) < 0, then (5.11) follows. A solution of (5.14) is given by $(R)= log(l/R). With this $(#), (5.12) is also satisfied. Thus, it remains to verify (5.13-).
We shall use the following notation: if £ is a constant then E is a function of the form E(l + o(l)).
Now, by direct calculation one finds that a = 16Âx6 + 4ßVx2y2 + 4DX2y4 + 4CA2xy3 + 8AlÀx4y, ßR = (12Â + 2ßA)x6 + (12ÂA + 2BA2)x2y2 + (2DA2 + 2AXli + 2cA\2)y4 + 2CX xy + 2c.X xy .
Using the inequalities |xy3 | < x2y2/p + y4/q, |x4y| < x2y2/p' + x6/q' and (5.3)-(5.5), we find that a > 0 (if D = 0 we use also (5.8)).
In order to show that ßR > a, we use the inequalities |xy3| < qx2y2 + y4/4n, |x4y| < X2y2/pQ + x%Q, in both a and ßR. We then obtain the inequality ßR -a > y,x6 + y2x2y2 + p3y4 (y. = y.U + o(l))).
By (5.6), y. > 0, and by (5.7), y2 > 0 provided 77 is sufficiently small. Since p.
does not appear in yL'y2' anc^ since it appears only in the additive term 2AXp of y,, we can choose p so large that y, > 0. It follows that ßR > a. We have thus completed the proof of (5.13). We also note (see [4] ) that, when the a., belong to C in a neighborhood of (iii) For any x e dM, (6.1) holds for all v normal to dM at x, and (6.7) holds. Remark 1. In [4] , Theorem 6.1 was extended to G convex with piecewise C boundary under the assumption that a.. £ C . Using Lemma 2.1, we see that this assumption is not needed.
Remark 2. In the proof of Lemma 1.1, we had to use Ito's formula for a C function zz with piecewise continuous second derivatives, satisfying Lu < pu. We extended zz into U and mollified U into U^; then applied Itô's formula to U^, and finally let A -> 0. The same procedure can be carried out in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [4] . This simplifies that proof and also enables us to eliminate the restriction (D) (made in that theorem).
7. Mixed case: an application to the Dirichlet problem. Set d(x)= r ,(x), 
